
UX Researcher 

Company: Rated People 
Date: July 2017 
Contact: careers@ratedpeople.com 

Rated People is the UK’s leading online marketplace for homeowners to find tradespeople. Since our launch 
in 2005, we have seen more than 4 million jobs posted and have accumulated more than 600,000 community 
ratings. Our platform is home to circa 55,000 tradespeople.  

Here at Rated People, we are passionate about delivering the best possible experience to our customers and 
believe working with us should be easy.  

Join the UX & Design team and help to deliver fantastic user experiences for both tradespeople and 
homeowners across all Rated People’s products. We are looking for a Design Researcher with solid 
experience across the full UX lifecycle with a stronger focus on research. 

WHAT YOU’LL BE DOING: 

• Lead the strategy and execution of research using a variety of qualitative and quantitative
methodologies, including exploratory field research, in-depth user interviews (in-house and remote),
focus groups, surveys, card sorts and usability tests (moderated and unmoderated).

• Analyse research findings, gathered from difference sources and platforms, and translate the
insights into actions and requirements, communicating these effectively back to the business in the
form of improved user journeys.

• Manage the user panel that provides regular access to homeowners and tradespeople for feedback,
validation, research and conversation.

• Inform and shape future and existing experiences with exploratory and strategic research to ensure
we fully understand how our users are using the products and service.

• Work closely with UX & design, product and cross-functional teams to build research into the
product lifecycle.



WHAT YOU WILL BRING: 
• You have a degree (or similar) in HCI, or the equivalent relevant experience and a track record of

UX research.
• You are ambitious and approach your work with a curious and challenging mind.
• You are flexible and adaptable in your approach to conducting research.
• You have excellent communication skills and are able to present to stakeholders and the wider

business in an engaging manner.
• You work well in a team, are a great listener and collaboration is a strength.
• Awareness or experience of design sprint methodology.
• You keep up to date with latest technologies and design trends and are always looking to push the

boundaries.

WHAT WE BRING: 

• Opportunity: We are the market leader in UK and opportunity for scale, ownership and progression
is strong.

• Top tech & technologists: Work with a committed team to turn vision into reality.
• Working with mature agile processes, we believe in iterative problem solving and fast feedback.
• Personal growth: We’re a small team of smart people who challenge each other to be better each

day.
• Great company culture from our demo days to collaboration around the business and loads of

opportunity to get involved in interesting stuff.

• Wonderful, bright, air-conditioned offices very close to Waterloo, amazing views over central
London, with bike racks (and shower!), for super easy commuting, and lots of great food/drink

options nearby.

WHAT WE OFFER 

Our bright, open plan office has spectacular views over central London and offers an environment perfect for 
creativity, fun and sharing ideas. We offer a competitive salary and a generous range of benefits: 

• Participation in company share option scheme
• 25 days holiday
• Perkbox benefits scheme
• Bike scheme
• Life assurance
• Childcare vouchers
• Travel loans
• Direct pension contributions - 3% of base salary (with a minimum employee matched contribution of

3%) after completion of probation period
• Fresh fruit, coffee and tea and food cupboard


